
Don’t be Sucked into ‘Victim’ or ‘Repression’ Mentalities

Taking offence or believing you’re oppressed by others is a recipe for your own destruction. This victim
mentality if demonic and open you up for a free hand of manipulation by the enemy. You can pray all you
like and go for as much ‘ministry’ as you want – it won’t have any effect. You are in control of yourself as
a son and you must stick with watching over yourself as well as your attitudes and beliefs. 

Surrendering to a tactic of the enemy is what Adam & Ezer did and you know what they gave away when
they did. Their experience should be etched into our mind because ignorance of spiritual laws doesn’t
prevent you from falling into the consequences. It’s the same for physical life in Australia:1 “ignorantia
legis neminem excusat (Latin for "ignorance of law excuses no one") is a legal
principle holding that a person who is unaware of a law may not escape liability for
violating that law merely because one was unaware of its content”.

Remember, Kingdom life and principles overrides all other claims on our lives. That includes: national,
religious, familial , cultural & sub-cultural.

We must be vigilant to filter out what comes through to use or seeps into our psyche from outside of the
Kingdom. This is our individual responsibilities. We can’t confer that on our parents, our teachers, our
pastor or our spouse – it’s ours as a human being and we are responsible before God for it.

Be very wary of the agenda of the many PC ideologies such as women’s rights, gay rights, etc. These
have an unrighteous foundation and are not powered by the Spirit of the Living God. Whatever is not of
the Kingdom is of  this  world.  This  is  ‘the kingdom of  the world’ which is  part  of the Kingdom of
Darkness which are run by Satan, the prince (god) of the world system.

Knowledge of what you’re being subliminally indoctrinated into is wisdom to protect yourself. Listen to
this exposé: 

“Whiteness in America gives a person unfair advantages, we are now told. Not only that, maleness gives
a person  further unfair advantages. And  heterosexuality. And being content with your biological sex—
being “cisgendered2”. And wealth. Having these advantages means you are starting the 100-yard dash
with a 50-yard head start… 

This thinking is  insidiously wrong. The more we indulge it, the more individual lives will be destroyed,
and the more we will tear our country apart.

It is wrong—because it is the opposite of the way God thinks… 

This  revolutionary  effort  to  characterize  our  land  of  unprecedented  opportunity  as  a  country  that
victimizes a literal majority of its people (non-whites, women and many others) has been shockingly
successful. But it is also creating some problems of its own. As Victor Davis Hanson wrote, “Now the
revolution cannot figure out its own hierarchy of authentic grievance groups. So it has agreed on a loose
‘intersectionality3’, in which over a dozen and often overlapping victim cadres agree that each degree of
non-white-maleness adds authenticity and becomes a force multiplier of left-wing radicalism”4… 

Among those falling prey to this error, a new theory of social justice has arisen. An impressive new term
has entered public lexicon: “intersectionality”. This is essentially a means of measuring the scale of your
deprivation.

What is intersectionality? The term “was coined by black feminist scholar Kimberlé Crenshaw in 1989”,
Wikipedia explains. “‘Intersectionality’ represents an analytic framework that attempts to identify how
interlocking  systems  of  power  impact  those  who  are  most  marginalized  in  society.  Intersectionality

1 – en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ignorantia_juris_non_excusat 
2 – “denoting or relating to a person whose sense of personal identity and gender corresponds with their birth sex”.   (Google)
3 – ‘intersectionality’: The meaning is lower down on this page.
4 – American Greatness, March 3
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considers that various forms of social stratification, such as class, race, sexual orientation, age, religion,
creed, disability and gender, do not exist separately from each other but are interwoven together.” This
theory enabled black feminists to show how feminism was ignoring racial inequality. White women were
marginalized, they said, but black women were even more marginalized. Intersectionality addresses “the
experiences of people who are subjected to multiple forms of subordination within society.”5… 

They want a society where you are judged by race, gender and sexual orientation. They want to level the
playing field, which means discriminating in these areas, bestowing advantages on those not white,  not
male, not straight, not “cisgendered”.

They  want  to  solve  discrimination—by discriminating.  The less  white  you are—the less  of  all those
privileged things you are—the more deserving you are of reparatory privileges… 

They want more diversity. Not intellectual diversity, not ideological diversity, not diversity of ability. No—
they just want diversity of skin color. Well, and diversity of sex and “gender identity”. That, they insist, is
real diversity—authentic diversity… 

[Victor Davis] Hanson correctly describes this development as a “sad descent into tribalism”. That is
exactly what it is. It is not enlightened. It is not sophisticated. It is not just and fair.  It is tribal. It is
primitive. It is absurd. And it is terribly destructive, individually and nationally… 

This is the view of victimhood, and leftists are making an orthodoxy of it.

This thinking draws people’s energy away from responsibility, self-motivation, resiliency, improvement,
achievement, contentment and happiness—and redirects it toward dissatisfaction, envy, hypersensitivity,
offense, blaming, protest and destruction. It traps them in their failures.

Radical leftists don’t want people to become diligent, disciplined, driven, resourceful, persevering people
who take accountability for their own lives—because then what would they need the Democratic Party
for? ”6

Keep guard over your and mind at all times

Laurence
23-3-2019
(www.CanberraForerunners.org)
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5 – en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intersectionality 
6 – Joel Hilliker  (20-3-2019) “Why ‘white male privilege’ helps nobody”
     (www.thetrumpet.com/18798-why-white-male-privilege-helps-nobody)
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